CONSERVATION & LAND MANAGEMENT
STAFF
470 AIRPORT DRIVE, ONEIDA WI 54155
MAIN TELEPHONE: 920 869-1690 FAX: 920 869-1689

LAND ADMINISTRATION/ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT
PAT PELKY EXT 4590 DIRECTOR
NICOLE ROMMEL EXT 6623 DEPUTY DIRECTOR
LORI ELM EXT 6607 OFFICE MANAGER
STEPHANIE SKENANDORE EXT 6602 ADMIN ASSISTANT
TYLER WEBSTER EXT 6604 PROP RECORDS TECH

LAND TITLE TRUST SERVICES DEPARTMENT
CARLA CLARK EXT 6610 L/T & T MANAGER
SANDY WONDRRA EXT 6605 TITLE EXAMINER
CINDY LECKER (Notary) EXT 6606 LT & T SPC/PROBATES

LAND MANAGEMENT SERVICE DEPARTMENT
DIANE WILSON EXT 6614 PROP MANAGER
SHEILA HUNTINGTON EXT 6627 COM LEASING SPEC
KURT JORDAN EXT 6624 PROJECT MANAGER

LAND DIRECT REPORTS
LAUREN HARTMAN(Notary) EXT 6616 REALTY SPEC COORD
MARY JO NASH EXT 6612 ACQ MANAGER

CONSERVATION
JACY RASMUSSEN EXT 6500 ADMIN ASSISTANT II
SHAD WEBSTER EXT 6506 NATURAL RESOURCES DIRECTOR
TERRY METOXEN EXT 6505 SENIOR WARDEN
LOUIS MEHOJAH EXT 6502 NATURAL RESOURCE TECH SUPERVISOR
HARVEY KOSOWSKI EXT 6504 WARDEN

To contact the staff below use EXT 6500.
SCOTT KING Natural Resource Tech
GARRETT MILLER Natural Resource Tech
JORDAN POWLESS Natural Resource Tech
JOSEPH MISIKIN Natural Resource Tech

OTHER ROOMS
TAMMS EXT 6625 TAMMS ROOM
Conference Room EXT 6615 ALL